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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    

             To understand how geographical differentiation of gobioid fish species led to 

speciation, two populations of the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan for each of the two 

gobioid species, Pterogobius elapoides and Pterogobius zonoleucus, were studies in both 

morphological and molecular features.  Analyzing mitochondrial genes, Akihito et al. 

(2008) suggested that P. zonoleucus does not form a monophyletic clade relative to P. 

elapoides, indicating that “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and P. elapoides form a clade 

excluding “Pacific P. zonoleucus” as an outgroup. Because morphological classification 

clearly distinguish these two species and a gene tree may differ from a population tree, 

we examined three nuclear genes, S7RP, RAG1, and TBR1, in this work, in order to 

determine whether nuclear and mitochondrial trees are concordant, thus shedding light 

on the evolutionary history of this group of fishes. Importantly, nuclear trees were based 

on exactly the same individuals that were used for the previously published mtDNA 

trees.  The tree based on RAG1 exon sequences suggested a closer relationship of P. 

elapoides with “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, which was in agreement with the 

mitochondrial tree. In contrast, S7RP and TBR1 introns recovered a monophyletic P. 

zonoleucus. If the mitochondrial tree represents the population tree in which P. 

elapoides evolved from “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, the population size of P. elapoides 

is expected to be smaller than that of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”.  This is because a 

smaller population of the new species is usually differentiated from a larger population 

of the ancestral species when the speciation occurred. However, we found no evidence of 

such a small population size during the evolution of P. elapoides. Therefore, we conclude 

that the monophyletic P. zonoleucus as suggested by S7RP and TBR1 most likely 

represents the population tree, which is consistent with the morphological classification. 

In this case, it is possible that the incongruent mitochondrial and RAG1 trees are either 

due to incomplete lineage sorting of ancestral polymorphisms or to introgression by 

hybridization. Because of a smaller effective population size of mitochondria compared 

with nuclear genes, the introgression might be a more likely scenario in explaining the 

incongruent mitochondrial tree than the incomplete lineage sorting.  Because of 

smaller effective population size of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” than that of P. elapoides, 

the direction of the introgression was likely to be from the latter to the former. This 

evolutionary work of the two gobioid species highlights the need of analyzing multiple 

gene trees for both nuclear and mitochondrial genes as well as scrutinization of 

morphological characteristics to obtain a population tree representing the organismal 

evolutionary history. 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Forming a large suborder in the order of Perciformes, the Gobioidei consists of 

nine families and approximately 2211 species (Nelson, 2006).  Such a vast number of 

species have apparently undergone their morphological specialization to diverse 

habitats including marine, estuarine and freshwater, making the classification of the 

gobioid fishes quite complicated.  Moreover, gobioid fishes are considered suitable 

materials for studying an evolutionary process, in particular a speciation process, 

because various diversifications seem to have taken place from the common ancestors 

over the world, although the evolutionary origin was not well-known yet. 

     Akihito et al. (2000) determined and examined nucleotide sequences of 

mitochondrial cytochrome b (CytB) genes from 28 species of gobioid fishes including 8 

families (Rhyacichthyidae, Odontobutidae, Eleotridae, Xenisthmidae, Gobiidae, 

Kraemeriidae, Microdesmidae and Schindleriidae).  The authors revealed that the 

phylogenetic relationships followed differentiation of gobioid fishes which can be 

separated into many groups of morphological and ecological diversity.  In particular, 

phylogenetic trees obtained show that most species examined have diverged from each 

other almost simultaneously or during an extremely short period of time, following that 

phylogenetic classifications of gobioid fishes are a kind of difficult tasks.  It is also 

worth noting that this is one of the earliest studies using DNA sequences to examine the 

relationships of gobioid fishes (Pezold, 2011). 

Akihito et al. (2008) focused on two populations of the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of 

Japan for each of the two gobioid species, Pterogobius elapoides and Pterogobius 

zonoleucus, from the viewpoints of both morphological and molecular features.  Both 

Pterogobius elapoides and Pterogobius zonoleucus are common free-swimming gobies 

that can be found in rocky and weedy shores along the temperate coast of Japan.  

Those two species are good examples for studying a speciation process because 

geographical variations can be informative at the morphological level. 

Collecting samples of both species from 23 different locations around the coast of 

Japan, Akihito et al. (2008) compared the mitochondrial nucleotide sequences of the two 

gene regions, CytB and NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2).  According to the 

phylogenetic trees they constructed, it indicated that all 125 samples of the two species 

can be clearly divided into the four clades; ”Pacific P. elapoides”, “Sea of Japan P. 

elapoides”, “Pacific P. zonoleucus”, and “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”.  Interestingly, 

although ”Pacific P. elapoides” and “Sea of Japan P. elapoides” composed a single clade, 

this single clade formed a monophyletic group together with “Sea of Japan P. 

zonoleucus” with a bootstrap value of more than 95%.  In other words, Akihito et al. 
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have made an observation that at the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) level, the two 

populations of Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan of P. elapoides are considered to have 

originated from a population of the Sea of Japan of P. zonoleucus. 

The above observation led the authors to consider the possibility that the Pacific 

Ocean and Sea of Japan populations of P. zonoleucus represent two separate species, 

although they were morphologically indistinguishable for most traits.  However, the 

results obtained by Akihito et al. (2008) should be taken with caution, because it is the 

outcome obtained only from the mtDNA sequence data.  MtDNA sequences are known 

to be informative makers for closely related species mainly because of relatively rapid 

rates of substitution (Brown et al., 1979) and the very low rate of recombination 

(Piganeau et al., 2004).  However, it is also known that gene and species phylogenetic 

trees are not always congruent due to ancestral polymorphisms and/or introgression in 

particularly when the time of divergence between different species is short (Nei 1987).  

Indeed, in recent years, there are many cases where the phylogenetic relationships are 

different between nuclear DNAs (nucDNAs) and mtDNAs (reviewed in Rubinoff and 

Holland, 2005 and Dupuis et al., 2012).  Therefore, this has urged us to examine the 

nucleotide sequences of multiple unlinked nuclear loci for those species. 

In the present study, we examined the phylogenetic relationships among the 

populations of Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan for both P. elapoides and P. 

zonoleucus, sequencing three nuclear gene regions, an exon of RAG1 and introns of 

S7RP and TBR1.  These gene regions were chosen because they do not appear to be 

linked as well as influenced by any particular strong force of positive selection.  Here in 

the present study of the nucDNA analysis, we have to note that we took advantage of 

using exactly the same individual samples that we used for mtDNAs (Akihito et al., 

2008).  This reinforces the validity of our comparative studies of phylogenetic 

relationships of the two species between mitochondrial and nuclear gene regions. 
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Materials and Methods 

Samples 

All 25 fish samples used in this study including 14 individuals of P. elapoides, nine individuals of P. 

zonoleucus, and each of P. zacalles and P. virgo individuals were prepared as previously described 

(see Akihito et al., 2008).  Abbreviations and the collection locations of all samples examined are 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

DNA extraction, PCR amplification, sequencing, and cloning 

We extracted DNA from each sample following the protocol described in Akihito et al. (2008).  We 

designed PCR primers specific to the second intron of S7 ribosomal protein (S7RP), the third exon 

of recombination activating gene 1 (RAG1), and the fifth intron of T-box brain 1 (TBR1).  Note 

that these were found to be unique (and not members of multi-gene families) in the stickleback 

(Gasterosteus aculeatus) genome, thus assuring the use of orthologous sequence.  Each primer 

sequence was shown in Supplementary Table S1.  The PCR products were purified using 

MinElute
©

 Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen), MinElute
©
 PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen), and/or 

ExoSAP-IT (GE Healthcare).  The purified PCR products were sequenced by an ABI 3730 DNA 

Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).  When two or more polymorphisms were found in a nucleotide 

sequence of the obtained PCR product (of which species are shown in Table 1), we conducted 

cloning experiments to identify haplotype structures for all species examined as follows: an adenine 

was added to the 3´ end of a PCR product using 10x A attachment mix (Toyobo), and it was then 

cloned into a pMD20-T vector using DNA Ligation Kit, Mighty Mix (TaKaRa Bio).  The plasmid 

DNA containing the cloned the PCR product was transformed into Escherichia coli strain DH5α.  

Transformants were incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and then plated onto LB plates with ampicillin, X-gal, 

and IPTG.  The plasmid DNAs of white recombinant bacteria were purified using Montage Plasmid 

Miniprep Kit (Millipore), which were used as templates and directly cycle-sequenced using M13 

forward and M13 reverse primers and an ABI Prism Dye Terminator Reaction Kit.  The products 

were sequenced by an ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer.  All sequence data obtained will be deposited in 

the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank International nucleotide sequence database under accession numbers 

(Table 1). 

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

We made multiple alignments of the obtained nucleotide sequences for each gene, using a computer 
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program L-INS-i in MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2005).  Using each alignment sequence, we inferred the 

phylogenetic relationship utilizing neighbor-joining (NJ, Saitou and Nei, 1987) and maximum 

likelihood (ML, Felsenstein, 1981) methods as follows. 

For NJ trees, the MEGA program version 5.05 (Tamura et al., 2011) was used.  The 

evolutionary distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura 

et al., 2004) with the rate variation among sites modeled with a gamma distribution.  For the 

distances of RAG1 exon sequences, the codon positions included were 1st, 2nd, and 3rd positions.  

The robustness of the phylogenetic tree was evaluated by bootstrap analysis by using 1,000 

pseudoreplicate datasets. 

For ML trees, the RAxML program version 7.0.3 (Stamatakis et al., 2008) was used with the 

GTR+I+Γ model.  Difference among codon positions in RAG1 was taken into account with the 

separate model (Pupko et al., 2002).  Bootstrap values were computed by the rapid bootstrap 

method (Stamatakis et al., 2008) with 1,000 replications. 

 

Population genetic analyses 

 

The parameter θ = 4Neu, where Ne is effective population size and u is mutation rate per sequence 

per generation, is called the population mutation rate or the scaled mutation rate in population 

genetics. The parameter β = 2Ner is the scaled growth rate, where r is exponential growth rate per 

generation. Using Genetree Version 9.0. (R.C.Griffiths, 

http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~griff/software.html; Griffiths and Tavaré, 1994), we estimated these two 

parameters for each population of P. elapoides, “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and “Pacific P. 

zonoleucus” to determine the relative effective population sizes of these populations assuming equal 

mutation rate.  

    The multispecies coalescent analysis of the nuclear genes was also carried out to estimate not 

only the phylogenetic relationships but also the ancestral population sizes and the divergence times. 

The analysis was conducted using the program BPP ver. 3 (Rannala and Yang, 2003; Yang and 

Rannala, 2010). This method accommodates the species phylogeny as well as incomplete lineage 

sorting due to ancestral polymorphism. More details were given in Supplementary Information. 
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Results and Discussion 

Incongruence among gene trees 

Analyzing CytB and ND2 genes of mitochondria, Akihito et al. (2008) showed that P. elapoides 

form a monophyletic group together with “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, and that “Pacific P. 

zonoleucus” is a sister-group to the P. elapoides/“Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” clade.  If this 

represents the population level relationship among P. elapoides, “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, and 

“Pacific P. zonoleucus”, it is in sharp contrast with morphological evolution, in which morphological 

difference between “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and “Pacific P. zonoleucus” is much smaller than 

that between the two populations of P. elapoides. 

In this work, we analyzed three nuclear loci; an exon of RAG1 and introns of S7RP and TBR1.  

The gene tree of RAG1 exon by the ML method shown in Fig. 1 gave a topology in which a clade 

formed by “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” is a sister-group to P. elapoides consistently with the 

mitochondrial gene tree, although “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” is not monophyletic as in the 

mitochondrial tree.  The NJ trees shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 give essentially the same 

relationships with the ML trees. On the other hand, the gene trees of S7RP and TBR1 introns both 

gave a monophyly of P. zonoleucus. (Figs. 2 and 3).  Although the phylogenetic relationships 

among P. zonoleucus were ambiguous from the ML analysis of TBR1 (Fig. 3), a deletion common in 

all P. zonoleucus TBR1 unambiguously supports the monophyly of P. zonoleucus (Fig. 4), and 

supports the sister-group relationship of the whole P. zonoleucus with P. elapoides. This relationship 

was also supported by S7RP (Fig. 2).  

Thus, the gene trees of the three nuclear loci we analyzed in this work are incongruent with the 

gene tree of mtDNA (Akihito et al., 2008) each in some respects, and some explanations are needed 

for the inconsistencies as discussed below. 

 

Gene trees vs. population trees 

In the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees, it is important to distinguish between a population (or 

species) tree and a gene tree (Pamilo and Nei, 1988). These two can often contradict each other, and 

a gene tree can be different among different genes (e.g., Maddison, 1997; Funk and Omland, 2003; 

Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). In the species complex of P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides, the 

mitochondrial tree and the RAG1 tree suggest the sister-group relationship between “Sea of Japan P. 

zonoleucus” and P. elapoides (Akihito et al., 2008 and Fig. 1, although “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” 

is not monophyletic in the RAG1 tree), while the S7RP and TBR1 trees support the monophyly of P. 

zonoleucus (Figs. 2 and 3).  How can we compromise this incongruence among the gene trees?  

Until recently, molecular phylogenetic analyses were typically based on sequences of a gene 

or only a few genes, and assumed the gene tree to be the estimate of the tree of population or species 
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relationships representing the organismal history.  However, as sequence data for multiple genes 

became increasingly available, analyses of these large data sets have made it clear that different 

genes can give markedly different trees (Maddison, 1997; Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). Multiple 

gene data contain more information about the evolutionary history of populations than single gene 

data. Because of the stochastic way in which lineages sort during speciation, gene trees can be 

incongruent among different genes and from population trees (Pamilo and Nei, 1988), and the 

pattern of the incongruence among gene trees can provide us with the information on the effective 

population size of the common ancestor and on the timings of population separations.  

In this regard, the example of the trichotomy problem among humans, chimpanzees and 

gorillas might shed some light on the Pterogobius problem. A gene tree with an unequivocal 

resolution of this trichotomy problem was first given by an mtDNA analysis, showing chimpanzees 

are closer to humans than to gorillas (Horai et al., 1992).  Although it was almost established that 

chimpanzees are closer to humans than to gorillas in the population (species) tree, 23% of gene trees 

turned out to be incongruent with the population tree of the human/chimpanzee clade when whole 

genome data were analyzed (Ebersberger et al., 2007), and these incongruent gene trees are 

interpreted to be due to incomplete lineage sorting of polymorphisms in the common ancestral 

population of humans, chimpanzees and gorillas (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). This amount of 

incongruent gene trees is close to the amount expected if the time period separating the gorilla 

branching and the chimpanzee branching from the lineage leading to human in the population level 

is 2Ne generations, where Ne is the effective population size of the common ancestor of these three 

species, and if neutrality holds (Pamilo and Nei, 1988).  

Another source of discord among gene trees is introgression by hybridization and this process 

is known in many groups of animals and plants (e.g., Gyllensten and Wilson, 1987; Dowling and 

DeMarais, 1993; Mallet, 2007). It has been widely known in botany that hybridization and gene flow 

(introgression) between species are important forces in plant evolution (Mallet, 2007).  Today, 

biologists increasingly find new examples of introgression due to hybridization among animal 

species as well (Gyllensten and Wilson, 1987; Dowling and DeMarais, 1993), and this process 

cannot be dismissed in interpreting the incongruent gene trees. Funk and Omland (2003) emphasized 

incomplete lineage sorting and introgression as major causes of paraphyly and polyphyly that reflect 

fundamental aspects of organismal history with important biological implications. 

 

How to resolve the incongruence among gene trees of Pterogobius? 

We suggest two possible scenarios of the population-level evolution among P. zonoleucus and P. 

elapoides as follows; (1) Hypothesis-1: P. elapoides evolved from “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, and 

(2) Hypothesis-2: “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and “Pacific P. zonoleucus” form a monophyletic 

group, which is sister to P. elapoides.  
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Hypothesis-1 was suggested at first by Akihito et al. (2008) from the mitochondrial gene tree, and 

is supported by the RAG1 tree as well. However, in contrast to the monophyly of “Sea of Japan P. 

zonoleucus” in the mitochondrial tree, “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” is not monophyletic in the 

RAG1 tree, and, if Hypothesis-1 holds, gene flow of RAG1 must have occurred from Pacific to Sea 

of Japan populations as illustrated in Fig. 5A. The S7RP and TBR1 trees incongruent from this 

hypothesis can be interpreted as due to incomplete lineage sorting of the ancestral polymorphism. 

Ancestral polymorphism of neutral alleles is maintained for 2Ne generations in average, and if the 

two successive separations among populations occurred in not much longer than 2Ne generations, 

incomplete lineage sorting can occur in some noticeable frequency and the incongruent S7RP and 

TBR1 trees can be interpreted as such cases as shown in Fig. 5B.   

Conversely, Hypothesis-2 is supported by the S7RP and TBR1 trees, and the mitochondrial and 

RAG1 trees incongruent from this hypothesis can potentially be interpreted as due to incomplete 

lineage sorting (Figs. 6 and 7). The extent of the retention of ancestral polymorphism, however, is 

directly related to the effective population size, Ne, and Ne of mitochondria is 1/4 of those of nuclear 

autosomal genes because the mitochondrial genome is effectively haploid and is maternally inherited 

(Birky et al., 1989). Therefore, the incongruence of the mitochondrial tree from the population tree 

of Hypothesis-2 seems unlikely to be due to incomplete lineage sorting of ancestral polymorphism 

although we could not exclude such a possibility. If Hypothesis-2 holds, this incongruence may more 

likely be attributed to ancient introgression by hybridization (e.g., Gyllensten and Wilson, 1987; 

Dowling and DeMarais, 1993; Mallet, 2007) (Fig. 7). The direction of introgression of mtDNA and 

RAG1 might be either from “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” to P. elapoides (Fig. 7A) or the opposite 

direction (Fig. 7B). Although the incomplete lineage sorting seems unlikely in explaining the 

incongruent mtDNA tree because of small effective population size of mitochondria, the incongruent 

RAG1 tree may be due either to incomplete lineage sorting (Fig. 6) or to ancient introgression from 

“Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” to P. elapoides or the opposite (Figs. 7A and 7B).  

The rapid pace of mtDNA nucleotide substitutions, coupled with the special mode of maternal 

non-recombining mtDNA inheritance, offers advantages of using this marker for phylogenetic 

analyses particularly at lower taxonomic level (for example, congeneric level as discussed here) that 

will not be matched easily by any nuclear markers (Avise et al., 1987). Because of the reduced Ne of 

mitochondrial genes compared to nuclear genes, ancestral polymorphism of mitochondrial genes is 

expected to be retained only a shorter time than that of nuclear genes. Thus, incomplete lineage 

sorting is less of a concern for mitochondrial than for nuclear gene trees, other things being equal, 

providing an additional advantage to using mitochondrial gene trees as estimates of population trees 

(Avise et al., 1987; Palumbi et al., 2001; Hudson and Turelli, 2003). On the other hand, however, the 

smaller Ne of mitochondrial genes may facilitate fixation of the introgressed haplotype lineage, such 

that even low levels of introgression may be sufficient to establish a mitochondrial haplotype in a 
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foreign population (Takahata and Slatkin, 1984). The small Ne of mitochondria is thus a 

double-edged sword for phylogenetic studies. 

 

Which hypothesis is more likely to be correct 

If Hypothesis-1 is true, it is expected that the population size of P. elapoides is expected to be 

smaller than that of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” at least immediately after the former separated 

from the latter as illustrated in Figs. 5A and 5B. Estimation of θ = 4Neu, where Ne is the current 

effective population size and u is the mutation rate per sequence per generation, was carried out for 

each population of P. elapoides, “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, and “Pacific P. zonoleucus” with 

Genetree software Version 9.0. With the assumption of equal mutation rate for a particular sequence, 

we could compare the relative population size among the three populations by using θ as shown in 

Supplementary. Table S2. The estimated θ, and accordingly the population size Ne, of P. elapoides is 

larger than that of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” consistently for the three nuclear genes, RAG1, 

S7RP and TBR1 (Supplementary. Table S2), in contradiction with the expectation of Hypothesis-1. 

As for mtDNA, although Ne of P. elapoides is smaller than that of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” at 

present, it is due to the rapid population expansion of the latter, and the effective population size of P. 

elapoides was larger when the speciation occurred (Supplementary. Fig. S2A). Therefore, 

Hypothesis-2 seems more likely from the evidence currently available. Furthermore, smaller 

estimated effective population size of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” mtDNA than that of P. elapoides 

at the time of speciation suggests that the introgression was from the latter to the former as shown in 

Fig. 7B. On the other hand, the ancestral population size of P. elapoides is comparable to that of 

“Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” for RAG1 (Supplementary. Fig. S2B), and therefore the history of 

RAG1 gene might be different from that of mtDNA.  

The species tree as inferred from the nucleotide sequences of RAG1, TBR1 and S7RP by using 

the multispecies coalescent method is shown in the Fig. 8. As discussed in Supplementary 

Information, the analysis also supports Hypothesis-2B shown in Fig. 7B. 

A similar discordance between nuclear and mitochondrial gene trees was shown concerning the 

evolution of polar bears (Ursus maritimus). Early analyses of mtDNA suggested that polar bears 

evolved from within brown bears (U. arctos) (Shields et al., 2000; Lindqvist et al., 2010). On the 

other hand, recent concatenated analyses of nuclear genes by Hailer et al. (2012) and Miller et al. 

(2012) suggested the monophyly of brown bears, and these authors attributed this discrepancy to the 

introgression of mitochondria from brown bears to polar bears. However, a population genetic 

analysis of Hailer et al.’s data does not support these authors’ hypothesis of the brown bear 

monophyly (Nakagome et al., 2013), suggesting the concatenated analysis of independent nuclear 

genes with different histories is sometimes not reliable (Song et al., 2012). While the goat genus 

Capra is the sister-group to the genus Hemitragus in the mitochondrial gene tree, the gene tree from 
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four nuclear loci strongly suggests that Capra is more distantly related to Hemitragus in Caprinae. 

Ropiquet and Hassanin (2006) attributed this incongruence to the introgression of mitochondria from 

Hemitragus to the common ancestor of Capra. 

Another example of a similar discordance among gene trees was also found in African elephant 

species (Roca et al., 2005). African elephant genus Loxodonta consists of two species, savanna 

elephants, L. africana, and forest elephants, L. cyclotis. While nuclear gene trees indicated deep 

genetic separation between savanna and forest elephants, some individuals of savanna elephants with 

savanna-specific nuclear genes carry forest elephant-type mtDNA. In the case of African elephants, 

savanna elephants with forest elephant-type mtDNAs are intermingled with forest elephants in the 

tree, and savanna elephants with forest elephant-type mtDNA do not form a monophyletic clade. 

Probably, mtDNAs in the savanna elephant population is in the process of fixation. In the future, 

stochastic mtDNA lineage extinctions will occur and there is a possibility of realizing a similar 

pattern with that of Pterogobius when the savanna elephant population with forest elephant-type 

mtDNA and forest elephants are replaced by “Sea of Japan P, zonoleucus” and P. elapoides, 

respectively, in the case of the scenario shown in Fig. 7. The pattern observed in the African 

elephants might be regarded as a pattern just after the ancient Fig. 7B introgression occurred from P. 

elapoides to “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”.  

 

Difference of the mitochondrial gene tree from the nuclear gene trees 

In the mitochondrial tree, individuals from the same local population tend to form a clade 

excluding individuals from other local populations, and Sea of Japan populations and Pacific 

populations of both species of P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides are not intermingled (Akihito et al., 

2008), while in the nuclear gene trees, genes from Sea of Japan and Pacific populations are 

intermingled in the trees. Although only one individual from each local population was sampled in 

our nuclear gene analyses, heterozygous nuclear genes from an individual tend to scatter in the tree 

(Figs. 1-3). Since it seems difficult to explain this observation by sexual difference of the behavior 

with respect to migration of the two species of Pterogobius, an alternative explanation is needed. As 

we noted before, because of the smaller Ne of mtDNA, stochastic mtDNA lineage extinction within a 

population is expected to occur at a rapid pace. In other words, mtDNA trees are continually 

“self-pruning” (Avise et al., 1987). This line of reasoning may largely account for the limited 

mtDNA sequence divergence observed within a local population both in P. zonoleucus and P. 

elapoides. 

 

Conclusion 

This evolutionary work of the two gobioid species highlights the need of analyzing 

multiple gene trees for both nuclear and mitochondrial genes as well as scrutinization 
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of morphological characteristics to obtain a population tree representing the 

organismal evolutionary history. 
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Table 1. Accession numbers of nucDNA sequences used in this study 

Samplea and abbreviation Locality     RAG1b   S7RPb    TBR1b 

Pterogobius elapoides      

 PelNagasaki  Sea of Japan, Sasebo, Nagasaki Pref.   LC020659/LC020660 LC020744/ LC020745 LC020705/ LC020706 

 PelShimaneHamada Sea of Japan, Hamada, Shimane Pref.  LC020661  LC020746/ LC020747 LC020707/ LC020708 

 PelOki   Sea of Japan, Oki, Shimane Pref.  LC020662/LC020663 LC020748/ LC020749 LC020709/ LC020710 

 PelIshikawa  Sea of Japan, Tsukumo Bay, Ishikawa Pref. LC020664/LC020665 LC020750/ LC020751 LC020711/ LC020712 

 PelSado   Sea of Japan, Sado, Niigata Pref.   LC020666/LC020667 LC020752  LC020713 

 PelAkita  Sea of Japan, Oga, Akita Pref.  LC020668/LC020669 LC020753/ LC020754 LC020714 

 PelAomori  Sea of Japan, Aomori Bay, Aomori Pref. LC020670/LC020671 LC020755/ LC020756 LC020715/ LC020716 

 PelIwate  Pacific Ocean
c
, Okirai Bay, Iwate Pref.  LC020672/LC020673 LC020757/ LC020758 LC020717/ LC020718 

 PelMiyagi  Pacific Ocean
c
,Ishinomaki, Miyagi Pref.  LC020674/LC020675 LC020759/ LC020760 LC020719/ 

LC020720 

 PelChiba  Pacific Ocean, Okinoshima, Chiba Pref.  LC020676/LC020677 LC020761/ LC020762 LC020721 

 PelShizuoka  Pacific Ocean, Shimoda, Shizuoka Pref.  LC020678/LC020679 LC020763/ LC020764 LC020722 

 PelMie   Pacific Ocean, Gokasho Bay, Mie Pref.  LC020680/LC020681 LC020765/ LC020766 LC020723 

 PelOita   Pacific Ocean, Saiki Bay, Oita Pref.  LC020682/LC020683 LC020767  LC020724 

 PelHiroshima  Seto Inland Sea, In'noshima, Hiroshima Pref.  LC020684/LC020685 LC020768/ LC020769 LC020725 

Pterogobius zonoleucus      

 PzoKagoshima  Sea of Japan, Nagashima, Kagoshima Pref. LC020686/LC020687 LC020770  LC020726 

 PzoYamaguchi  Sea of Japan, Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi Pref. LC020688/LC020689 LC020771  LC020727/ LC020728 

 PzoOki   Sea of Japan, Oki, Shimane Pref.  LC020690  LC020772/ LC020773 LC020729/ LC020730 

 PzoIshikawa  Sea of Japan, Tsukumo Bay, Ishikawa Pref. LC020691/LC020692 LC020774  LC020731/ LC020732 

 PzoAkita  Sea of Japan, Oga, Akita Pref.  LC020693/LC020694 LC020775  LC020733 

 PzoChiba  Pacific Ocean, Okinoshima, Chiba Pref.  LC020695/LC020696 LC020776  LC020734/ LC020735 
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 PzoMie   Pacific Ocean, Gokasho Bay, Mie Pref.  LC020697/LC020698 LC020777/ LC020778 LC020736/ LC020737 

 PzoOita   Pacific Ocean, Saiki Bay, Oita Pref.  LC020699/LC020700 LC020779  LC020738 

 PzoKagawa  Seto Inland Sea, Takamatsu, Kagawa Pref.  LC020701/LC020702 LC020780/ LC020781 LC020739/ LC020740 

Pterogobius virgo      

 PviIshikawa  Sea of Japan, Nanao Bay, Ishikawa Pref. LC020703  LC020782/ LC020783 LC020741/ LC020742 

Pterogobius zacalles      

 PzaAomori  Sea of Japan, Aomori Bay, Aomori Pref. LC020704  LC020784  LC020743 

aThe sample number 1 for each individual described in Akihito et al. 2008. was used in this study.     

bSingle or double accession numbers in a column indicate the nucDNA sequence obtained as a homozygote or a heterozygote in the sample, respectively. 

cThe populations of the northern Pacific Ocean of Honshu belong to the Sea of Japan clade. 
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Fig. 1. ML tree of RAG-1 estimated by RAxML using the GTR + I + Γ model with 

partitioning among three codon positions. P. zacalles (Pza) and P. virgo (Pvi) are used as 

outgroup for rooting the tree. Bootstrap values from rapid bootstrap 1,000 replications 

are shown. The scale bar corresponds to 0.01 substitutions per nucleotide site. Pel: P. 

elapoides, with red-color, Pzo: P. zonoleucus, Pzo of Sea of Japan with green-color, Pzo of 

Pacific Ocean (including Seto Inland Sea) with blue-color. “a” and “b” at the end of a label 

show heterozygotes in an individual, and a label without “a” and “b” represents a 

homozygote. 
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Fig. 2. ML tree of S7RP estimated by RAxML using the GTR + I + Γ model. The details 

of the figure are as described in the caption of Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3. ML tree of TBR1 estimated by RAxML using the GTR + I + Γ model. The details 

of the figure are as described in the caption of Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 4. Multiple alignment of TBR1 nucleotide sequence positions from 150 to 200.  The 

red open rectangular box indicates a deletion observed only in P. zonoleucus examined 

in this study.  A color was shown when the nucleotide was not conserved at a position. 
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Fig. 5. Gene trees of mtDNA and RAG1 (A) and S7RP and TBR1 (B) under 

Hypothesis-1.  

The species and gene trees under hypothesis-1 were shown as cylinders and red lines, 

respectively.  The species tree suggests that P. elapoides evolved from “Sea of Japan P. 

zonoleucus” consistently with the mitochondrial tree.  Under this hypothesis, P. 

elapoides evolved from “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” at the time shown by the dotted flat 

circles.  The figure also illustrates a smaller population size of P. elapoides than that of 

the mother population when the new species emerged.  The pictures of P. elapoides, 

“Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus”, and “Pacific P. zonoleucus” were obtained from Akihito et 

al. 2008.  (A) Contrary to the mitochondrial gene tree, in which “Sea of Japan P. 

zonoleucus” is monophyletic, gene flow occurred from Pacific to Sea of Japan 

populations of P. zonoleucus as represented by the two horizontal lines.  (B) The 

ancestral polymorphism was maintained until the separation of P. elapoides from “Sea 

of Japan P. zonoleucus”. 
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Fig. 6．Gene trees of mtDNA and RAG1 under Hypothesis-2． The ancestral 

polymorphism of the common ancestral population of P. elapoides and P. zonoleucus.was 

maintained until the separation between “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and “Pacific P. 

zonoleucus”. Since the effective population size of mtDNA is 1/4 of those of nuclear autosomal 

genes, the duration time of the ancestral polymorphism of mtDNA is expected to be accordingly 

short and it seems difficult to attribute the incongruence of mitochondrial tree to the ancestral 

polymorphism based on Hypothesis-2. 
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Fig. 7. Introgression of mtDNA and RAG1 under Hypothesis-2． (AAAA)))) Introgression 

occurred from “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” to P. elapoides. The dotted line shows a basal 

lineage of “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” RAG1 separated before the hypothetical 

introgression. (BBBB)))) Introgression of the opposite direction.  

 

 

Fig. 8. The species tree (bold black line) as inferred from the nucleotide sequences of  RAG1, TBR1, S7RP by 

using the multi-species coalescent method (Rannala and Yang, 2003; Yang and Rannala, 2010) and the time 

calibrated mitochondrial phylogenetic tree (thin colored line). The lengths of  vertical component of  each 
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branch is proportional to the geological time scale in Mega annum (Ma: million years ago). The nodal numbers 

of  the species tree indicate the posterior mean of  the θ (numbers in parentheses indicate effective population 

sizes) in blue fonts, and the posterior probabilities of  the nodal support in black italic fonts. The details of  the 

parameters were summarized in the supplementary Table S3. Note the θ s in this figure are per site per year, 

while the θ s in the supplementary Table S2 are per sequence per generation. Thin green lines indicate the 

mitochondrial tree of  P. zonoleucus typed lineage and thin dark pink lines indicate the mitochondrial tree of  P. 

elapoides typed lineage. The short branches indicated by the dashed lines are putative extinct mitochondrial 

lineages of  P. elapoides and P. zonoleucus probably distributed in the Sea of  Japan, and the × symbols in red 

color indicate the extinctions of  these lineages. The absolute times in this figure should be regarded as rough 

estimates, because they are based on many assumptions.  
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SupplementaSupplementaSupplementaSupplementaryryryry    InformationInformationInformationInformation    

 

 

MMMMultispecies coalescent analysisultispecies coalescent analysisultispecies coalescent analysisultispecies coalescent analysis    

 

We assumed P. elapoides (Pacific), P. elapoides (Sea of Japan), P. zonoleucus 

(Pacific), P. zonoleucus (Sea of Japan) as an evolutionary significant unit, and there are 

no gene flows among them. P. virgo and P. zacalles were used as outgroups. A gamma 

prior of the population size parameters (θs) was set to be G (2.513, 1000), with mean 

2.513/1000 = 0.002513. This value (0.002513) is referred from the average (θπ) of the 

concatenated sequences of RAG1, TBR1 and S7RP from P. elapoides (Pacific), P. 

elapoides (Sea of Japan), P. zonoleucus (Pacific) and P. zonoleucus (Sea of Japan). The 

age of the root in the species tree (τ0) was assigned by the gamma prior G (21.7, 1000) 

with mean 21.7/1000 = 0.0217. This value (0.0217) is referred from the divergence time 

(21.7 Ma) between P. zonoleucus + P. elapoides and P. virgo + P. zacalles under the strict 

molecular clock assuming the substitution rate of 1.0×10-9/site/year, while the other 

divergence time parameters are assigned by the Dirichlet prior (Yang and Rannala, 

2010: equation 2). The MCMC was conducted as follows: The first 50,000 generations 

were discarded as burn-in. Then, 50000 trees were sampled per every 20 generations. 

The convergence of the parameters were confirmed by checking that all of the ESSs 

(effective sample size) were larger than 200. Each analysis was run at least twice to 

confirm consistency between runs. 

The species tree as inferred from the nucleotide sequences RAG1, TBR1 and S7RP by using the 

multispecies coalescent method is shown in the Fig. 8. The details of  the parameters were summarized in the 

supplementary Table S3. Interestingly, in contrast to the mitochondrial phylogenetic tree (Akihito et al. 2008), 

each of  P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides grouped into monophyletic groups with the highest nodal support 

(posterior probability: 100%), respectively. This finding supports Hypothesis-2. To evaluate the robustness of  

the tree topology with respect to the prior distribution, various values of  the parameter τ0 were assigned with 

the gamma priors G (2.17, 1000) or G (217, 1000), and it was confirmed that the tree inference in our study 

is robust. 

The divergence times and the population sizes of  the ancestral species were also estimated by this method. 

The divergence time between P. zonoleucus + P. elapoides and P. virgo + P. zacalles was estimated to be 

16.50±2.20 Ma. The divergence time between P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides was estimated to be 4.43±0.83 

Ma, and the population size of  their common ancestor was estimated to be 552,500 (θ =0.00221) under the 

assumption of  the mutation rate of  1.0×10-9/site/year. The tMRCA (time of  the most recent common 

ancestor) of  P. elapoides was estimated to be 0.81±0.21 Ma, and its population size was estimated to be 
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672,500 (θ =0.00269).  The tMRCA of  P. zonoleucus was estimated to be 0.56±0.22 Ma, and its 

population size was estimated to be 1,082,500 (θ =0.00433). The younger tMRCA of  P. zonoleucus 

compared to that of  P. elapoides is inconsistent with the result of  the mitochondrial phylogeny, but 

harmonious with the smaller morphological variation of  the former in the comparison with the latter (Akihito 

et al. 2008).  

     The extant population sizes are 792,500 (θ =0.00317 for P. zonoleucus of  Sea of  Japan), 1,390,000 (θ 

=0.00556 for P. zonoleucus of  Pacific), 1,715,000 (θ =0.00686 for P. elapoides of  Sea of  Japan), and 

852,500 (θ =0.00341 for P. elapoides of  Pacific), respectively. Although this method is assuming the constant 

population size of  each evolutionary unit, our result suggests the average population size of  P. elapoides is 

historically larger than that of  P. zonoleucus of  Sea of  Japan, and it also contradicts to the evolutionary 

hypothesis that P. elapoides evolved from P. zonoleucus of  Sea of  Japan.  

    Subsequently, the absolute divergence times of  the mitochondrial lineages were estimated under the strict 

molecular clock method on the basis of  the 3rd codon positions of  CytB and ND2 sequences determined by 

Akihito et al. (2008). The BASEML program of  PAML 4.2 (Yang, 2007) was used for this analysis with the 

GTR+Γ model.  The divergence time between P. zonoleucus+P. elapoides and P. virgo+P. zacalles was 

assumed 16.5 Ma as estimated from the nucleotide sequences RAG1, TBR1, and S7RP by using the 

multispecies coalescent method discussed above. Interestingly, the divergence time between P. zonoleucus of  

Pacific and others was estimated to be 4.58±0.40 Ma, and it is almost the same timing with the divergence 

between P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides (4.43±0.83 Ma), but significantly older than the tMRCA of  P. 

zonoleucus (0.56±0.22 Ma). If  Hypothesis-2A is correct, the expected divergence time of  P. zonoleucus of  

Pacific and others as inferred from the mitochondrial DNA should be the same timing with the tMRCA of  P. 

zonoleucus. Oppositely, if  Hypothesis-2B is correct, it should be the same timing with the divergence time 

between P. zonoleucus and P. elapoides (Fig. 7). Therefore, the result of  this analysis also support the 

Hypothesis-2B.  

     In this case, the timing of  the gene introgression from P. elapoides lineage to P. zonoleucus of  the Sea of  

Japan should be after 0.56±0.22 Ma (tMRCA of  P. zonoleucus). Demographic analysis of  the mitochondrial 

DNA suggests the sudden population expansion of  P. zonoleucus of  the Sea of  Japan in this timing, and it is 

harmonious with this hypothesis (Fig. S2A). Probably, this introgressive mitochondrial lineage of  P. elapoides 

distributed in the Sea of  Japan, and went extinct without inherited by the extant P. elapoides population. After 

the local extinction of  the ancient population of  P. elapoides in the Sea of  Japan, and their distribution area 

was totally replaced by the newly evolved population of  P. elapoides relatively recently (tMRCA of  the 

mitochondrial lineage of  P. elapoides in the Sea of  Japan was estimated to be 54.5 Ka). The absolute times 

estimated in this analysis should be regarded as rough estimates because they are based on many assumptions. 
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Supplementary Table S1. Primer sequences for PCR 

Gene Primer sequence 

S7RP F: AGGTTAGGCGCTACACTTTCCC 

 R: CAGCATTTGAAACAATCCAATT 

RAG1 F: CGAGGCGTCAGGGTCCA 

 R: TCCTCCAGATTTCATAGCG 

TBR1 F: TGCTAAAGGATTTCGGGA 

 R: GTCGCAGCCTGTGTAGA 

 

 

Supplementary Table S2. Estimates of θ = 4uNe and β = 2rNe, where Ne, u and r are effective 

population size, mutation rate per sequence per generation and exponential growth rate, respectively. 

Only for the mtDNA, θ = 2uNef and β = rNef, where Nef is effective female population size. 

 mtDNA RAG1 exon S7RP intron TBR1 intron 

Sequence length 2178 bp 1542 bp 853 bp 351 bp 

 θ β θ β θ β θ β 

Pacific P. zon. 74.0 4.7 10.4 8.3 20.4 50.3 17.0 10.0 

SJapan P. zon. 150.5 46.2 13.4 9.1 2.3 2.6 1.8 1.4 

P. elapoides 55.0 3.7 24.5 23.5 7.2 2.6 2.8 0.2 
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(A) RAG1 
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(B) S7RP 
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(C) TBR1 

 

Supplementary Fig. S1. NJ trees of RAG1 (A), S7RP1 (B) and TBR1 (C).  

NJ trees were constructed using MEGA 5 (see Materials and Methods).  The details of 

these figures were described in the figure legend of Fig. 1.  
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(A) mtDNA 
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(B) RAG1 exon 
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(C) S7RP intron 
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(D) TBR1 intron  

 

Supplementary Fig. S2. Effective size changes of three populations of “Pacific P. 

zonoleucus “, “Sea of Japan P. zonoleucus” and P. elapoides. They were estimated with 

the parameters given in Suppl. Table 1 by assuming mutation rate of 1.0 x 

10-9/site/generation for nuclear genes and 1.0 x 10-8/site/generation for mtDNA. For 

these species, 1 generation time is equal to 1 year. Ne is effective population size and Nef is 

effective female population size for mtDNA. 

 


